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Terms and Conditions of the O 2 Benefit Program 
 
1. The O2 Benefit Program operated by Telefónica O2 Czech Re public, a.s.  
1.1 The O2 Benefit Program operated by Telefónica O2 Czech Republic, a.s. (hereinafter referred to as 
“O2 Benefit”) is a program as part of which subscribers can earn Benefit points provided they comply with 
the terms and conditions stated hereunder. The subscriber can use these earned Benefit points in the 
manner set forth in the up-to-date on www.cz.o2.com/benefit. 
1.2. The O2 Benefit Program ends 20 March 2009. The participants registered with their personal 
identification numbers and the participating sole traders and small businesses registered with their IČ 
numbers who have not entered into a general agreement on premium business conditions for services 
offered by the Company may use their Benefit points by 31 March 2009 and choose from the rewards 
described in the O2 Benefit terms and conditions. The participants registered with their IČ numbers who 
have entered into a general agreement on premium business conditions for services offered by the 
Company shall not be able to choose from the rewards described in the O2 Benefit terms and conditions 
as of 12 March 2009, unless the Company explicitly states a particular reward to be drawn. The Company 
reserves a right to withdraw any one of the rewards from its O2 Benefit range of offers. The right to O2 
Benefit rewards is not legally enforceable. 
 
2. The terms and conditions of O2 Benefit  
2.1 Telefónica O2 Czech Republic, a.s. (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) shall include 
subscribers in the O2 Benefit Program provided they meet the following conditions: 
2.1.1 they have a concluded Contract on the Provision of Electronic Communication Services with the 
Company and have actively used a minimum of 50 minutes of mobile voice services which are subject to 
charge in three consecutive billing periods; 
2.1.2 they do not decline participation in the O2 Benefit  in writing or by telephone. 
2.2 The subscriber shall be included in O2 Benefit in the month which follows the month in which he-she 
meets the conditions stated hereto. 
2.3 The O2 Benefit Program shall not include Company employee service numbers, the demo numbers of 
sales representatives, numbers on which the operation of Conex, OnePort, and Green line services are 
charged, or numbers using Tandem tariffs. 
 
 
3. Benefit points  
3.1 Where the subscriber meets the conditions for inclusion in the O2 Benefit Program (see Article 2), the 
Company shall invariably credit the relevant number of Benefit points to the subscriber’s Company 
account at the commencement of each subsequent billing period on the basis of his/her telephone 
account for mobile voice services for the previous billing period.  
3.2 The subscriber may only earn Benefit points in the quantity and under the terms and conditions set 
forth in these Terms and Conditions of Benefit or in the current O2 Benefit web pages, 
www.cz.o2.com/benefit. 
3.2.1 In case that conditions from Point 2.1.1 will not fulfill, The Comapny is authorized to block all Benefit 
point of customers for next three consecutive billing periods. 
3.2.2 In case repeated non execution of condition according to Art. 2.1.1 above, is company legitimated to 
cancel point account of the participant however participant’s membership in the programme stays 
untouched. 
3.3 The Company shall only allocate Benefit points to the relevant mobile telephone number of the 
subscriber. 
3.4 The Company shall automatically allocate Benefit points to the subscriber’s account according to the 
fulfilment of individual Benefit conditions by the subscriber. The subscriber may request the use of his/her 
Benefit points in the manner described in the O2 Benefit web pages www.cz.o2.com/benefit where it is not 
specified otherwise. 
3.5 The subscriber is not entitled to request the use of his/her Benefit points during a period in which 
his/her mobile telephone number is temporarily disconnected due to a failure to pay for telecommunication 
services or due to suspicion of misuse. 
3.6 Where the subscriber requests the use if his/her Benefit points during a period in which his/her mobile 
telephone number is temporarily disconnected (for reasons other than those stated in Point 3.5), the 
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subscriber may only draw the following rewards: voucher for a mobile phone from the special range, O2 
telephone credit, or free units. 
3.7 The subscriber may transfer his/her allocated Benefit points to the value of 500, 1000, 2 500, and 5 
000 points to another Benefit subscriber who meets the terms and conditions of the O2 Benefit. The 
provisions of Point 3.5 remain unaffected. In case of corporate body the trasfer of Benefit points is 
possible only within the given subject. 
3.8 Where the subscriber changes his/her subscriber number or where his/her subscriber number is 
changed by the Company, all Benefit points shall be transferred to the subscriber’s new number pursuant 
to a written request made by the subscriber. 
3.9 Benefit points shall not be transferred where the subscriber’s number is taken over by a new 
subscriber (see Article 12.2.4 of the General Terms and Conditions) or where the subscriber’s number is 
freed. 
3.10 Where the subscriber or the Company serves notice on the contract, all points which have not been 
drawn upon the expiration of the period of notice shall be forfeited. Where, however, such a subscriber 
concludes a new Contract with the Company and requests the transfer of his/her Benefit points within 3 
calendar months of the expiration of the force and effect of the previous Contract, the Company may 
transfer the Benefit points earned over the duration of the previous Contract pursuant to a written or 
telephone request made by the subscriber. The Company shall determine the requisites of this written or 
telephone request. 
3.11 Benefit points are valid for a period of two years as of the year of their allocation (e.g. all BENEFIT 
points acquired in 2006 are valid to 31 December 2008). Benefit points which are not used during their 
period of validity shall be forfeited. 
3.12 The participant get loyalty bonus 300 Benefit points for using Telefonica O2 Czech Republic, a.s. 
services during the first 6 months of the year. The loyalty bonus is increasing every year for 100 Benefit 
points to the highest top 800 Benefit points. It means that, 1 year in programe = 600 points, 2 years in 
program = 800 points until the maximum hight 1 600 points for one year. It is necessary to make at least 
50 minutes of calls from O2 phone in three consecutive months for obtaining the loyalty bonus. In the case 
that the loyalty criteria are not executed, the loyalty bonus will be increase for 100 Benefit points, too. 
 
 
4. The resolution of claims and complaints  
4.1 The subscriber must lodge a claim/complaint in writing within 30 days of learning of the grounds for the 
claim/complaint. In the process, the lodging of a claim/complaint shall not exempt the subscriber from 
his/her obligation to pay his/her bill by the due date of payment. 
4.2 Claims/complaints shall be resolved within terms which correspond to the degree of difficulty and the 
technical or administrative demands of resolving the claim/complaint made, i.e.: 
4.2.1 within 30 calendar days for simple claims/complaints which do not require technical investigation; 
4.2.2 within 60 calendar days for more complicated claims/complaints which require technical 
investigation. 
4.3 Claims/complaints are handled by the Company’s Customer Care Department. All decisions to 
concern situations which are not addressed by the Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit and which require 
interpretation shall be referred to the Company’s O2 Benefit Commission. The decisions of the O2 Benefit 
Commission are final. 
4.4 The O2 Benefit Commission reserves the right to eliminate the subscriber from the O2 Benefit where 
the subscriber is in breach of the Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit or the General Terms and 
Conditions. In such a case, all of the subscriber’s O2 Benefit points shall be forfeited. 
 
 
5. General and final provisions  
5.1 The term “in writing” is considered to be a legal act delivered by post, courier, fax, or e-mail. 
5.2 The following order of precedence shall apply where the General Terms and Conditions, the Terms 
and Conditions of O2 Benefit are at variance with each other: 
5.2.1 General Terms and Conditions; 
5.2.2 Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit; 
5.3 Where there exists doubt as to whether a service was provided, the records at the Company’s Benefit 
CENTRE shall be decisive. 
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5.4 Neither the Company nor any other supplier is liable for the provision of performance to a party which 
has not been authorized to act on behalf of or on the account of the subscriber, this provided that such a 
party declared itself to be authorized to act on behalf of or on the account of the subscriber and 
performance was provided to this party in good faith. 
5.5 The use of Benefit points for goods and services may have tax consequences for the subscriber or, as 
the case may be, the user of telecommunication services. 
5.6 The Company reserves the right to amend the Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit or the terms and 
conditions of individual short-term promotions at any time. The Company shall make the current wording 
of the Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit available to the subscriber on its website at 
www.cz.o2.com/benefit no later than on the first working day which follows the date on which the Terms 
and Conditions of O2 Benefit come into effect. 
5.7. The Company will not guarantee the unannounced changes from partner side in term of apply Benefit 
voucher or discount. 
5.8 The Czech wording of the Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit is binding. 
5.9 The current Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit may be viewed in the O2 Benefit section of the 
following website: www.cz.o2.com. 
5.10 The effect of these Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit shall expire at the instant they are replaced 
by new Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit. 
5.11 These Terms and Conditions of O2 Benefit are in force and effect from 12. 3. 2009. 
 
 
6. The terms and conditions of selecting Benefit re wards  
6.1 The Company reserves a period of 4–6 weeks  for the delivery of all rewards, with the exception of 
free units and TOP packages. 
6.2 Free units shall be allocated in the next billing period following the processing of the order. 
6.3 The possibility of selecting a reward depends on its current availability and the Company reserves the 
right to replace any reward with another reward of the same or a higher value. 
6.4 Rewards may be obtained from the O2 retail outlets without the need to present Benefit vouchers. The 
reward shall be provided subject to the presentation of a valid Benefit Card and valid identification 
documents. 
6.5 Financial vouchers may only be drawn at their full value. A voucher cannot be used where the price of 
the goods or services is lower than or equal to the sum stated on the financial voucher. 
 
 
7. Benefit rewards  
 
7.1 O2 Rewards  
1. Vouchers for rewards from the Company are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
2. The value of all Benefit vouchers stated in the given section is inclusive of VAT. 
3. Vouchers must be surrendered at the time or redemption.  
4. Vouchers are not redeemable for cash. 
5. Vouchers are transferable. 
6. Vuchers will not be replaced if damaged, lost or stolen. 
7. Vouchers are void their tampered with or altered in any way. 
8. Vouchers are void if vouchers and receipts are separated prior to redemption. 
9. Already-used vouchers from Telefónica O2 or O2 Benefit contract partners cannot be returned. All 
complaints about faulty goods and cancellations of ordered services must be submitted to the company 
where the Benefit voucher was used. Complaints and cancellations are subject to the general terms and 
conditions of that particular company. 
 
7.1.1 Free units 
1. Customers who wish to choose a reward in the form of free units shall receive a certain number of free 
units for one billing period. The number of free units allocated shall be indicated on invoices from the 
Company and added to the free units to ensue from their tariff. Only one reward in the form of free units in 
the same category shall be allowed for each billing period. Individual free units may be combined in any 
manner. Unused free units from Benefit shall be transferred to the subsequent billing period. Free units 
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from Benefit (including transferred Benefit units) shall be used prior to free units (including those 
transferred) from the tariff used. Where a service is discontinued, unused minutes relating to the said 
service shall be forfeited. 
2. Free units shall be forfeited where a mobile telephone number is transferred between the subscriber 
codes of a single subject. 
3. Rewards in the form of free units are transferable and may be used on the telephone number of a 
Company customer who did not earn them. 
4. Rewards in the form of free units have no monetary value and cannot be used to pay outstanding sums. 
 
7.1.2 Mobile phones and accessories 
1. The Company shall decide on the inclusion of a specific type of mobile phone and all accessories 
according to the current range at the time of selecting the reward. 
2. The customer may select a mobile phone, a phone for fixed lines (these phones may be drawn only 
throughout the O2 retail outlets and not throughout the Partner Shops) or O2 package on the basis of 
vouchers valued at 400 and 2950 (small O2 package with SIM card), 21 200, 30 800, 40 600, 64 950, 
81 200 a 120 800 Benefit points and upon the payment of 1 CZK. 
3. Mobile phones acquired as rewards may only be used with Company SIM cards. 
4. The customer may use financial vouchers valued at 200 CZK, 400 CZK, 1 000 CZK, 2 000 CZK,           
3 000 CZK and 4 000 CZK for discounted mobile phones (relates to Special Offers). 
5. The customer may also use financial vouchers valued at 300 CZK, 500 CZK 800 CZK, 1 500 CZK and 
2 000 CZK to purchase a mobile phone at sale price. Such vouchers may only be used by a customer who 
uses the subsidized Max tariff, a minimum of 6 months prior to the end of the subsidising of the tariff. 
Otherwise the customer is not entitled to use such vouchers. 
6. The customer may use financial vouchers valued at 200 CZK, 400 CZK, 1 000 CZK, 2 000 CZK and           
3 000 CZK to pay for all accessories which are available. 
7. All rewards stated in this section may be drawn throughout the O2 retail network. 
 
7.1.3 Other rewards 
1. O2 telephone credit reward shall be charged at values of 250 CZK, 350 CZK, 550 CZK or 950 CZK after 
ordering and cannot be cancelled. The O2 Benefit member (on his/her telephone no.) and the recipient O2 
customer shall receive confirmation of O2 telephone credit being charged by the selected amount. 
2. The customer may use financial vouchers to the value of 400 CZK and 1 000 CZK for the repairof 
his/her mobile telephone throughout the O2 retail network. 
3. The customer may use financial vouchers valued at 1 000 CZK for the installation of a HandsFree set at 
selected O2 retail outlets or with selected contractual partners. 
4. Vouchers for the replacement of SIM cards in case of theft or SIM cards with SMART SIM cards may 
only be used at O2 retail outlets. 
5. Vouchers for GSM portal and PATRIOT products may only be ordered at O2 retail outlets or on the VIP 
Customer line and are only intended for selected customers. These vouchers may only be drawn at O2 

retail outlets. 
6. Donating Benefit points–see Point 3.6. 
7. The customer may acquire a small O2 package (with the use of the Mobil+ service only) using a 
voucher with a value of 400 Benefit points upon the payment of 1 CZK. 
8. Multifunction chip O2 Trick card in value 200 CZK is appropriate for calling from public payphones, 
sending SMS messages to mobile and fixed-line numbers, sending voice SMS messages and sending 
email from public payphones. 
 
7.2. Rewards for companies  
 
7.2.1. ACTIVA 
1. Vouchers are available at values of 5 000 CZK. 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against goods from the entire range of products in the current ACTIVA 
catalogue or from the range presented at www.activa.cz. 
3. Goods may be ordered in writing at ACTIVA spol. s.r.o., Veselská 686, 199 00 Praha 9 – Letňany; by 
fax on +420 286 007 214-215; by telephone on +420 286 007 100; or by e-mail at obchod@activa.cz. 
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4. Please state your intention to pay by Benefit voucher and provide the voucher number when ordering 
goods by telephone. For written orders, clearly write the word Benefit on the order and provide the 
voucher number. 
5. The voucher shall be handed over upon the delivery of goods against a receipt. The customer shall pay 
any difference between the purchase price of the goods and the value of the voucher in cash upon receipt 
of the goods. 
6. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
7. ACTIVA shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
 
7.3. Travel rewards  
 
7.3.1 Highway toll sticker for the year 2009. 
1. Highway toll sticker are offered as tokens of value equal to 1000 CZK. 
2. Highway toll stickers serve as a document evidencing payment of annual fee for the year of 2009 for 
usage of higways and speed roads for motor cars within 3,5 tonnes.  
 
7.3.2. BENZINA, s.r.o. Grand karty (Grand Cards) 
1. BENZINA Grand Cards are available as tokens of value in values of 300 CZK, 500 CZK, 700 CZK and 
1 000 CZK. 
2. BENZINA Grand Cards are accepted at all BENZINA filling stations throughout the Czech Republic. 
3. A Grand Card may be used for a single purchase of one type of fuel. The customer shall not be 
refunded the difference where the full value of the card is not used. 
4. A Grand Card is valid for a minimum of 6 months as of the date of delivery. 
5. A Grand Card is transferable and may be given to another person for use. 
 
7.3.3 BENZINA, s.r.o. – voucher for car-washing pla nt. 
1. Car-washing vouchers are accepted at selected BENZINA filling stations throughout the Czech 
Republic. 
2. BENZINA Car-washing vouchers are determinate for car-wash service only.  
3. Car-washing voucher is valid upon the date of validation.  
4. Car-washing voucher is transferable and may be given to another person for use. 
 
7.3.4 Čedok travel vouchers 
1. Čedok travel vouchers are available in values of 2500 CZK, 5000 CZK, 7500 CZK and 24 000 CZK. 
2. Čedok travel vouchers are accepted by all branches of Čedok throughout the Czech Republic. A 
complete list of branches is available at www.cedok.cz. 
3. Čedok travel vouchers are for single use once. The customer shall not be refunded the difference 
where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
4. The customer is responsible for the payment of any additional travel expenses, fares, or incidental 
charges which exceed the original value of the voucher. 
5. Čedok travel vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
6. Čedok travel vouchers relate to package tours and the prices listed in individual catalogues and to the 
payment of individual services from Čedok, so-called Exclusive Travel Čedok. 
 
7.3.5 České aerolinie (Czech Airlines) – Miles in the OK P lus Program 
1. Benefit points may be exchanged for miles in the OK Plus Program at values of 2 000, 4 900, 9 900, 
14 750, 19 800 and 29 650 points. 
2. If ordering this reward, the customer must enter the OK Plus account number to which the miles are to 
be credited on the order form. This information must also be provided if ordering by telephone. 
3. Customers may join the OK Plus Program free-of-charge. More information and a registration form for 
the OK Plus Program can be found at www.okplus.cz. 
4. More information is available on telephone number *11 or at www.cz.o2.com/benefit. 
 
 
7.3.6 České dráhy (Czech Rail) Kilometre Bank 
1. The nominal value of the Czech Rail Kilometre Bank Book is 2000 kilometres. 
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2. The Czech Rail Kilometre Bank Book may be used until the entire 2 000-kilometre credit has been 
drawn in full. 
3. The customer is responsible for the payment of any additional fares or other charges connected to a 
journey which exceeds the Kilometre Bank limit of 2 000 kilometres. 
4. Czech Rail shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of the Czech Rail Kilometre 
Bank Book is not used. 
5. Kilometre Bank Books are valid for a period of six months and are only valid in the Czech Republic. 
6. Kilometre Bank Books are transferable. 
 
 
7.4. Leisure-time rewards  
 
7.4.1 BONTONLAND 
1. BONTONLAND retail vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK, 1 250 CZK, 2 500 CZK. 
2. BONTONLAND vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of goods from the BONTONLAND 
retail chain throughout the Czech Republic. A list of BONTONLAND retail outlets is available at 
www.bontonland.cz and shall also be sent together with your voucher. 
3. BONTONLAND shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not 
used. 
4. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
5. Discounts from Benefit membership cards may not be used in conjunction with Benefit vouchers.  
 
7.4.2 Datart International 
1. Datart vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK, 1 250 CZK, 2 500 CZK, 5 000 CZK, 7 500 CZK and 
24 000 CZK. 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of goods at all Datart retail outlets including Datart e-
shop – www.datart.cz.  
3. A complete list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or at www.datart.cz. 
4. Datart shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
5. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
 
7.4.3 Intersport  
1. Intersport  vouchers are available in values of 1 250 CZK, 2 500 CZK, 5 000 CZK. 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of goods at all Intersport retail outlets. 
3. A complete list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or atwww.intersport.cz. 
4. Intersport  shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
5. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
 
7.4.4 Lee, and Wrangler–clothing vouchers 
1. H.I.S., Lee, and Wrangler clothing vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK and 1 250 CZK. 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of Lee, and Wrangler clothing. 
3. Vouchers MAY NOT be redeemed against the purchase of fashion accessories. Fashion accessories 
are understood to be caps, scarves, gloves, belts, shoes, socks, backpacks etc. 
4. A list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or at www.cz.o2.com/benefit. 
5. The customer shall not be refunded the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
6. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
 
7.4.5 FAnn perfumeries 
1. Vouchers from FAnn perfumeries are available in values of 500 CZK and 1 250 CZK 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of cosmetics at FAnn perfumeries. 
3. A list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or at www.fann.cz. 
4. FAnn perfumeries shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not 
used. 
5. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
7.4.6 OBI 
1. OBI vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK, 1 250 CZK, 2 500 CZK and 5 000 CZK. 
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2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of all goods sold at OBI retail outlets. Vouchers may 
be use at main cash desk at OBI retail outlets. 
3. A list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or at www.obi.cz. 
4. OBI shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
5. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
 
7.4.7 Rock Point 
1. Rock Point vouchers are available in values of 2 500 CZK. 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of sports equipment at Rock Point retail outlets. 
3. A complete list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or at www.rockpoint.cz. 
4. Rock Point shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
5. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
 
7.4.8 Restaurant vouchers 
1. Meal vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK, 1 250 CZK and are valid at the following restaurants:  
Prague : Bellevue, Buffalo Bill’s Tex Mex Bar & Grille,  Hacienda Mexicana, Klub architektů (Architects’ 
Club), Restaurace Nebozízek, V Zátiší, Mlýnec.  
Outside Prague: 
Brno : Hacienda Mexicana, České Bud ějovice : Hacienda Mexicana, Český Krumlov : Hacienda 
Mexicana, Liberec : Restaurace Ambiente Clover, Ostrava : Hacienda Mexicana, Zlín : Hacienda 
Mexicana. 
The customer shall receive an up-to-date list of restaurants together with his/her voucher. This list is also 
available on telephone number *11. 
2. Vouchers may be used at any participating restaurant for any meals or beverages to the value of the 
voucher. 
3. The participating restaurant shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a single-
use meal voucher is not used. 
4. Meal vouchers may be supplemented with payment in cash or by valid credit card. 
5. Meal vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
6. Participating restaurants reserve the right to make changes without prior notice. 
 
7.4.9 TICKETPRO 
1. TICKETPRO vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK and 1 250 CZK. 
2. TICKETPRO vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
3. TICKETPRO vouchers are accepted at all TICKETPRO retail outlets in the Czech Republic. A complete 
list of branches is available at www.ticketpro.cz/prodejnimista. 
4. TICKETPRO shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
 
7.4.10 Yves Rocher 
1. Yves Rocher vouchers are available in values of 500 CZK and 1 250 CZK. 
2. Vouchers may be redeemed against the purchase of Yves Rocher French natural cosmetic products. 
3. A list of retail outlets is available on telephone number *11 or at www.yvesrocher.cz. 
4. Yves Rocher shall not refund the customer the difference where the full value of a voucher is not used. 
5. Vouchers are transferable and are valid for a period of 6 months as of the date of issue. 
6. By paying goods with vouchers is possilble to pay only in cash not with a credit card. 
 
 
8. BENEFIT reductions  
1. Reductions are not added up and cannot be combined with other types of reductions. 
2. More details are available in the O2 Benefit at www.cz.O2.com/benefit, or by telephone at *11.  
 
8.1 Aquapalace Prague – entrance fee 
1. Discouts are available on each Benefit member card or by identification SMS. 
2. 15% discount is available to apply in Aquapalace Prague, Pražská 138, Pruhonice – Čestlice. 
8.2. Branické theatre 
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1. Discount for tickets are available on the address of theatre:  Bránická 63, 110 00  Prague 4, reservation 
of tickets are available on thephone: +420 244 462 779 or www.branickedivadlo.cz, and discount will be 
provided upon submission of the BENEFIT membership card or Identification SMS. 
2. Discount is available for two tickets for one person and one theatre performance. 
 
 
8.3 BONTONland 
1. Reductions are available at all BONTONland shops throughout the Czech Republic. A complete list of 
these shops is available at www.bontonland.cz. 
2. A reduction of 5 % is not available on transactions paid for using a Benefit voucher. 
 
8.4 Dr. Martens – fashion shoes  
1. Reductions are available upon ordering goods at the website www.martensky.cz. It is necessary to 
enter the reeducation’s code „FREEDM“ in the ordering form for O2 Benefit memeber. 
2. The reductions cannot be added together. It is not possible to get reduction on discounted goods. 
3. Reductions are available after Benefit card or identification SMS submitting in the following branches: 
Praha 1 - Martens shop, Spálená 19, tel: 224 930 824, Praha 6 - Martens shop, Verdunská 39, Praha 6, 
tel: 606 231 421, Brno - Martens shop - Josefská 16, tel: 542 212 365, Ostrava - Martens shop, Poštovní 
14, tel: 596 110 063, Prachatice - Martens shop, Křišťanova 111, tel: 728 839 745. Plzeň - Martens shop, 
Veleslavínova 28, tel: 377 321 870, České Budějovice - U Jindřicha, Krajinská 40, České Budějovice, tel: 
387 240 158, Hradec Králové  - Grip, Sukovy Sady 5, tel: 495 533 464, Karlovy Vary - Rejnok, TGM 3, 
Karlovy Vary. tel: 775 387 602, Tábor - BONET, Palackého 354, Tábor 39001, tel: 381 253 545. 
 
8.5 FAnn perfumery 
1. Reductions are available on the following goods (ALESSANDRO DELL´ACQUA, BALDESSARINI, 
BENETTON, BETTY BARCLAY, BLASE, BVLGARI, BYBLOS, CARLA FRACCI, DOLCE AND 
GABBANA, DUNHILL, EMANUEL UNGARO, ESCADA, ETIENNE AIGNER, FERRARI, FERRE, GAS, 
GIAN MARCO VENTURI, GUCCI, HUGO BOSS, I LOVE MUSK, I LOVE VANILLA, ICEBERG, JACOMO, 
JEAN PATOU, JUVENA, LA PRAIRIE, LACOSTE, LALIQUE, LANVIN, LAURA BIAGIOTTI, LUCIANO 
SOPRANI, MARINA DE BOURBON, MATIS, MAVALA, MAX FACTOR, MONOTHEME, MONT BLANC, 
MORGAN, MOSCHINO, MUSTANG, OCEAN DREAM, PAL ZILERI, PIERRE CARDIN (only decorative 
cosmetics), PIZ BUIN, POLICE, RAMPAGE, ROBERTO CAVALI, ROCHAS, RODIER, ROGER 
FEDERER, s. OLIVER, SALVATORE FERRAGAMO, SERGIO TACCHINI, SCHERRER, VALENTINO, 
VENICE BEACH, VERSACE,  YOHJI YAMAMOTO) and will be provided upon submission of the 
BENEFIT membership card or Identification SMS. A complete list of shops is available at www.fann.cz. 
 
8.6 4YOU/BROADWAY, BLEND a SCOTH&SODA  –fashion clothes 
1. Reductions are available upon submission of the BENEFIT membership card or Identification SMS for 
the purchase of goods in stores 4YOU/BROADWAY and BLEND. 
2. The reductions are available in the following branches: Praha 1 - 4YOU/BROADWAY, OD Kotva, nám. 
Republiky 8, Praha 4 - 4YOU/BROADWAY, OC Chodov, Roztylská 2321, Praha 9 - 4YOU/BROADWAY, 
OC Letňany, Veleslavínská 663, Brno - 4YOU/BROADWAY, OC Vaňkovka, Ve Vaňkovce 1, Olomouc - 
4YOU/BROADWAY, OC Haná, Kafkova 8, Zlín - 4YOU/BROADWAY, OC Centro, 3.května 1170, Ostrava 
- Zábřeh, 4YOU/BROADWAY, OC Avion, Rudná 114, Ostrava centrum - 4YOU/BROADWAY, Poštovní 
11, Kladno centrum - 4YOU/BROADWAY, Komenského 409, Plzeň - 4YOU/BROADWAY, OC Olympia, 
Písecká 972/1, Teplice centrum - 4YOU/BROADWAY, Krupská 3204, Zlín centrum - BROADWAY, nám. 
Míru 2/488, Ostrava - BLEND, OC Galerie Tesco, Sjízdná 5554, Plzeň - BLEND, OC Olympia, Písecká 
972/1, České Budějovice - BLEND, OC Igy, Pražská 1247/24 
3. Individual reductions cannot be added together, combine with special offer, loyalty programme or other 
reductions. 
 
8.7 Messenger 
1. Reductions relate to CITYEXPRESS services (the express delivery of consignments within the following 
cities: Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Pilsen, Hradec Králové, Liberec, Ústí nad Labem, České Budějovice, 
Jihlava and Olomouc) and INTERCITY services (the transportation of consignments from city to city). 
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2. In order to receive a reduction it is necessary to register on the Messenger website at: 
www.messenger.cz/benefit using the link “Transportation services order form”. 
3. In the “Transportation services order form” enter the type of card and Benefit card ID number in the field 
“Type of card and number of card”. Customers which are using for identification their Identification SMS 
will enter into the field “Type of card and number of card” type of membership and Benefit ID which has to 
be same in Identification SMS.  You will be allocated a client number on the basis of this registration, 
which you must enter when ordering transportation services in order to receive the appropriate reduction. 
4. More information regarding transportation services and orders is available at: +420 220 400 000. 
 
8.8 MAFRA, a. s.–subscription to the newspaper Mlad á fronta DNES 
1. Reductions are available to the newspaper upon submission of the BENEFIT membership card or 
Identification SMS. 
2. Information on a subscription is available at the subscription centre: Karla Engliše 519/11, 150 00  
Prague 5–Smíchov, info-line: +420 225 555 522, e-mail predplatne@mfdnes.cz. 
 
8.9 Samsonite 
1. Reductions are available on Samsonite luggage, shoes and travel accessories upon submission of the 
Benefit membership card or Identification SMS. 
2. Reductions are available in the following branches: Samsonite, Jungmanova 5, 110 00 Prague 1,      
tel.: 224 949 062 Samsonite, Havelská 29, 110 00 Prague 1, tel.: 224 233 638, Samsonite at Nový 
Smíchov Shopping Centre, Plzeňská 8, 150 00 Prague 5, tel.: 257 321 892, Samsonite Palác Flóra, 
Vinohradská 149, 130 00 Prague 3, tel.: 255 742 136. 
 
8.10 Snowboardel 
1. Reductions are available upon ordering goods at the website www.snowboardel.cz. The last step in 
registration involves entering the type and eight-figure ID number of the Benefit card. In the case of a VIP 
card the last eight figures from the front of the card must be entered. Reductions are not added up and 
cannot be combined with other types of reductions. 
2. Reductions on the purchase of goods via the internet are calculated on the basic prices. 
3. The reductions cannot be added together. 
4. Reductions are available upon submission of the Benefit membership card or Identification SMS in the 
following branches: Praha, Senovážná 6, tel.: 224 212 854, Praha, OC Galerie Butovice, Radlická 117, 
tel.: 234 141 045, Praha, Evropská 331, Praha 6, 160 00, tel.: 235 363 151. 
 
8.11 Squashpoint 
1. Reductions are available on all services upon submission of the Benefit membership card. 
 
8.12 Timezone 
1. Reductions are available upon submission of the BENEFIT membership card or Identification SMS for 
the purchase of goods in Timezone stores. 
2. Reductions are available in the following branches: Brno, Timezone, OC Futurum, Vídeňská 100,      
tel.: 547 212 681 České Budějovice, Timezone, OC IGY, Pražská 1247/24, tel.: 387 310 180, Hradec 
Králové, Timezone, OC Futurum, Brněnská 1825/23a, tel.: 495 221 746, Ostrava, Timezone, OC Futurum, 
Novinářská 6a, tel.: 596 612 930, Plzeň, Timezone, OC Olympia, Písecká 972/1, tel.: 374 721 688,   
Praha 9, Timezone, OC Letňany, Veselská 663, tel.: 284 052 155, Praha 5, Timezone, Metropole Zličín, 
Řevnická 1, tel.: 226 082 225, Praha 3, Timezone, Palác Flóra, Vinohradská 151, tel.: 255 742 00. 
3. Individual reductions cannot be added together. 
 
8.13 Burda Praha, s.r.o. – subscription to the maga zines CHIP, Po čítač pro každého (Computer for 
Anyone), LEVEL 
1. Prague 1, Na florenci 19, www.burda.cz. The reduction is calculated from the final price of the 
magazines on free sale.  
2. The reduction on the subscription is only available upon an order being placed at 
www.burda.cz/predplatne : the final step is to enter the eight-figure ID number of the O2 Benefit card in the 
field “O2 Benefit identification”. In the case of a VIP card the last 8 figures must be entered from the front 
of the card. Customers which are using for identification their Identification SMS will enter into the field 
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“Identification O2 Benefit” type of memebership and Benefit ID which has to be same in Identification 
SMS. 
 
 
9. Counting Benefit points  
 
9.1 Vltava Stores internet shopping 
1. The acquisition of Benefit points is conditional upon a purchase being made in the internet shop 
www.vltava.cz or www.cybex.cz or www.electrohall.cz or www.musickatalog.cz and by filling in the Benefit 
ID on the registration page. 
2. Fill in the Benefit ID in the field Benefit ID on the registration page of the shop selected if you have not 
already done so. 
3. The minimum value of a purchase in order to acquire points is CZK 100. 
4. For each CZK 100 spent 1 Benefit point will be credited to your account.  
5. Vltava Stores will submit the Company a list with the transactions of Benefit members within 5 days of 
the month following that in which the transaction was realised.  
6. The Company undertakes to enter the data in the accounts of members of the O2 Benefit programme 
within 14 days of receiving it from Vltava Stores. 
7. More information is available at www.cz.o2.com/benefit or on the info-line *11. 
 
 
10. Donating Benefit points to charitable projects  
 
10.1. O2 Foundation account 
1. It is possible to make a contribution to the O2 Foundation account by selecting from several financial 
amounts on offer. Financial contributions are offered at the following levels: 150 CZK, 200CZK, 500 CZK 
and 1 000 CZK. 
2. The contribution is sent to the O2 Foundation account by the same means as ordering a classic O2 

Benefit remuneration, i.e. by placing an order using the appropriate order code which is specified 
alongside each value of the contribution. 
3. The financial resources exchanged by O2 Benefit programme participants for Benefit points will be 
duplicate and than used for charitable projects of O2 Foundation, which will be communicated as part of 
the O2 Benefit loyalty programme. 
4. A list of current charitable projects will be given in the information brochure on the website 
www.cz.o2.com/benefit. 
5. A document on a contribution made will be drawn up upon request. Requests for such documents can 
be made at the telephone no. 271 425 608 or by e-mail to jirka.hermanova@o2.com. 
 
 
 
Conditions of the O 2 Benefit Programme (prepaid) 
 
1. The O2 Benefit programme for users of prepaid services of  Telefónica O2 Czech Republic, a.s.  
1.2 The O2 Benefit programme of Telefónica O2 Czech Republic, a.s. (hereinafter “O2 Benefit”) is a 
programme within the framework of which a subscriber can acquire points if they meet the O2 Benefit 
conditions stipulated hereunder. The sum of the points acquired in the virtual account of the O2 Benefit 
programme during the course of one calendar month determines the level of the remuneration which will 
be available to the subscriber for the entire following calendar month. 
 
 
2. Benefit Program Conditions  
2.1 Participant will be registrated for Benefit program by company Telefónica O2 Czech Republic, a.s. 
(thereinafter “Company”), after satisfying following Benefit’s conditions: 
2.1.1 The participant is a user of prepaid mobile services of electronic communication of the Company for 
Langer than 5 months,  
2.1.2 The participant logs on to the program by one of the following ways of registration: 
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- by sending an SMS in the form O2 BOD P on number 999220, 
- by using the appropriate option in voice information system on number *11 
- by confirmation of registration through the menu of phone net on number *111*#. 
2.2 Participant will be informed about the successful O2 Benefit program registration by sending an SMS. 
Benefit points collecting is possible as per undermentioned conditions after the message delivery. 
2.3 Placement of participant of O2 Benefit programme is valid through the period of 3 months from the 
moment of participant’s registration to O2 Benefit programme. 
2.4 Participant may end its placement in the O2 Benefit programme at any time one of the following ways 
- by sending SMS with text O2BOD O on number 999220 
- by using relevant IVR systém on numer *11 
- by confirmation of cancellation through the means of service menu offered on *111*# 
 
 
3. Benefit points  
3.1 If the subscriber meets the conditions for registration on O2 Benefit (c.f. Article 2) they will always be 
credited with the appropriate number of points in their O2 Benefit programme account after actual 
recharge of credit on the prepaid card at the following ratio: CZK 1 credit purchased = 1 Benefit point. 
3.2 If the telephone number has been in operation in the Company’s mobile network for more than 1 year, 
the first time credit is purchased in a calendar month a remuneration will always be credited to account of 
the O2 Benefit programme for loyalty in the form of Benefit points. The more years the telephone number 
is in operation in the Company’s network the more points the loyalty bonus contains (c.f. the table) 
 

Number of years in the Company network Remuneration for loyalty  
1   10 points 
2   30 points 
3   50 points 
4   80 points 
5 and more 150 points 

 
3.3 A subscriber may acquire Benefit points only at the number and under the conditions specified by 
these O2 Benefit conditions. The subscriber will be informed of the number of Benefit points after each 
purchase of credit by means of an SMS. The current number of Benefit points at any one time can also be 
ascertained via SMS in the form O2BOD U sent to tel. no. 999220 
3.4 Benefit points acquired within the framework of the programme relate only to the specific subscriber 
number and are not transferable.  
3.5 Points cannot be exchanged for cash. 
3.6 The Company will allocate Benefit points to a subscriber’s account automatically upon the individual 
BENEFIT conditions being met by the subscriber. 
 
 
4. Complaints proceedings  
4.1 A subscriber is obliged to submit any complaint in writing within 30 days of their learning of the reason 
for the complaint. 
4.2 Complaints will be settled within deadlines corresponding to the complexity and technical or 
administrative demands of the complaint submitted, i.e.: 
4.2.1 simple examples of complaints which do not require technical investigation, within 3 calendar days. 
4.2.2 more complex examples of complaints which require technical investigations, within 60 calendar 
days. 
4.3 The complaints will be resolved by the Company’s Customer Care Department. All decisions relating 
to any situation which the O2Benefit conditions do not resolve and which require an interpretation will be 
transferred to the O2 Benefit commission of the Company. The decisions reached by the O2 Benefit 
commissions are final. 
4.4 The O2 Benefit commission reserves the right to exclude a subscriber from O2 Benefit if the subscriber 
is in breach of the O2 Benefit conditions or the General Terms and Conditions. In such a case all the 
subscriber’s Benefit points will lapse. 
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5. Joint and final provisions  
5.1 In the event of the General Terms and Conditions, the O2 Benefit conditions being at variance with 
each other, the following sequence shall be binding: 
5.1.1 General Terms and Conditions, 
5.1.2 O2 Benefit conditions, 
5.2 If there is any doubt as to whether a service has been provided, the record made in the Company’s 
Benefit CENTRE system shall be decisive. 
5.3 Neither the Company nor another supplier shall be liable for a performance rendered to a party which 
was not entitled to act on behalf of and at the account of the subscriber, on condition that such a party 
declared that it was entitled to act on behalf of and at the account of the subscriber and the performance 
was rendered in good faith. 
5.4 The Company reserves the right to change the O2 Benefit conditions or the conditions of individual 
short-term events at any time. The current wording of the O2 Benefit conditions shall be made available by 
the Company to the subscriber on the website www.cz.o2.com on the first business day at the latest after 
they come into effect. 
5.5 The Company reserves the right to cancel O2 Benefit. In such a case any Benefit points which have 
not been utilized shall become null and void. 
5.6 The Company also reserves the right to cancel or prematurely terminate any short-term event within 
the framework of Benefit. A claim to Benefit is not legally enforceable. 
5.7 The Czech text of the BENEFIT conditions is binding. 
5.8 The valid BENEFIT conditions are available for inspection on the website www.cz.o2.com/benefit. 
5.9 These O2 Benefit  conditions shall become ineffective at the moment they are replaced by later O2 

Benefit conditions. 
5.10 These O2 Benefit conditions shall come into force and effect on 1. 10. 2008. 
 
 
6. Conditions for the selection of Benefit remunera tions  
6.1. O2 Benefit remuneration is automatically allocated for a period of one calendar month if the subscriber 
gathered a minimum of 300 Benefit points in his/her O2 Benefit programme account during the preceding 
calendar month. 
6.2. The level of the remuneration which is activated by the subscriber corresponds to the number of 
points in the O2 Benefit programme account on the last day of the preceding calendar month when the 
subsriber has been placed to the O2 Benefit programme. There are 6 remuneration levels available: 
1st level for    300 -     499 points 
2nd level for    500 -    999 points 
3rd level for 1 000 – 1 499 points 
4th level for 1 500 – 1 999 points 
5th level for 2 000 – 3 499 points 
6th level for 3 500 points upwards 
 
 
7. Benefit remuneration  
Information regarding the current level of Benefit remuneration for individual levels and the type of 
remuneration will always be published on the website www.cz.o2.com/benefit and for pre-paid cards in the 
voice information of the Company’s customer-line system. 


